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Rosh Hashanah
This will be a last opportunity to discover some new concepts
only found in Babushka eggs, repeating once more what is
denied in atheistic universities and foreign to most churches
and synagogues. Notice God’s Wrath will appear suddenly: it
is very short lasting only ten (10) days to make global history.
Please take the time and check out that the intense 150-day
birth pangs of the Apocalypse where planned MAN-MADE.
Atheistic Bankers created a computerized One World Order
that will totally destroy our civilization, which has become
absolutely evil and will sink like the Titanic. They willfully
control technology with fiat money to utterly devastate the
only planet in the universe where LIFE exists. These
climaxing Last Days maybe shown on the Web or TV NEWS
and finally prove the many previous YouTube videos that the
Creator did not originate the worldwide collapse.
The ELOHIM will permit anything to a point. A summary of
what Mankind has invented in high-technology science was
collected in Pearl #233 by technical inventor Jonah-II. Many
witnesses were gathered to demonstrate why the earth’s
environment will completely disintegrate terminating Life.
Every witness this scientist presented is linked to mankind's
mismanagement, ignoring Noah’s forgotten divine covenant
with God. It has grossly violated this divine contract again,
becoming totally EVIL. When mankind's evil is accomplished
to "absolute" levels, having reached the final consequence of
willful devastation, then the ELOHIM will counter with the
law of nature as confirmed with a big blast from space.
It will end the madness of global suffering by divine Mercy.
To save all Life on earth, God will once again use an asteroid.
He needs only one pure species-pair or seed not modified by
GMO to start over again like Noah's ark. But this time an
emerging Third Civilization will be different, as all EVIL will
be removed from the Kosmos. Even Satan is bound in the
netherworld to show angels that mankind's sinful nature can
be redeemed, to live in perfect intended harmony and greatly
increased knowledge for peace.
ELOHIM the Creator will start over again and save some of
mankind who are worthy to continue LIFE on EARTH once
more, but this time without evil. God’s Plan for Mankind
needed what can be learned from science, linked to an inserted
immune system embedded in our mortality to be inoculated
with a good dose of evil. It will safeguard a resurrected Life in
the new Heaven-Earth JOD dimension, never to appear again.
It is similar to a well-functioning immunity against virusesbacteria like Ebola or Cholera. It will forever prevent
corruption linked to death, as every mortal once infected with
Evil will then be protected.
Most people seeing EVIL in the rawest form will be
terrorized, perhaps scream in pain, “Why and where is God
supposed to be Love?” Watching a thousand year history on
TV of a Islam religion continuously robbing, stealing and
murdering their neighbors being obedient to Satan their godAllah, demon-possessed genocidal butchering millions of Jews

and Christians, God’s covenant people, with their families
over and over in so many countries for centuries, I was
stunned and num watching the video. Most surrounding
mighty world nations were ruled by evil, corrupt political
leaders who were compliant, making business deals with the
murderers right up to our present time.
As a young refugee myself escaping the Stalin persecution, I
now late in life still feel the depth of sorrows repeated
worldwide in refugee camps again by the millions duplicated
the history so many times, as Satan's Islam religion never
changed since the Middle Ages. Committing genocide again
and again as the Western Governments manipulated and used
them as pawns to make the money selling the latest modern hitech weapons, destructive equipment to kill more efficiently.
Watching a history show on TV, I was shocked at my
ignorance. It tested my Christian faith to find some answers.
Jesus in the Gospel said that Satan's domain is ruling this earth
ever since Adam. Jesus demonstrated it while on earth by
healing and helping to wrestle back what the Kingdom of
Gods had lost. All the painful diseases, weather calamines,
earthquakes, wars and pestilence are caused by Satan
explained in the Book of Job.
Now I understood why God confused the language at Babel
and divided mankind in separate ethnic cultures so that Satan
cannot possible kill all at the same time. As he kills thousands
and millions of God’s people on one side ever since Cain
murdered his brother Abel and continued for 6000 years, so
God in his oversight makes other prosper on another corner
and have children to increase the population to balance again.
Check the history dated by wars.
Gods Plan for Mankind must be viewed in a bigger picture.
God designed our mortality small or old and must be
inoculated with a good dose of evil to pass on immunity to the
other (butterfly) Jod-dimension side. When arrived after the
cocoon must first pass the White Throne test perhaps there
will get the answer why was I singled out and killed so young
and had to suffer so intense? Evil will be judged in detail,
nothing is forgotten as books are opened like YouTube video
all is replayed to the detail on the last day Daleth earth.
To get my answer of the other butterfly side, God urged me to
check out his book - the Bible and read the story and notice
Yeshua-Jesus life story is like a replayed TV movie of the Son
of God who is the Creator of mankind decided to be born on
earth Daleth dimension too. Not even 2 years old his parents
had to flee to a foreign country to save his life just in time as
2000 babies where killed by soldiers in his village Bethlehem.
Growing up in a poor hill country environment but determined
to become scholar, he memorized the whole Torah not having
money for books before he was 12 years old. In his public 3.5
year ministry, he was surrounded by thousands of poor people
when they found out there is free food and healed their sickness
driving out the demons that caused so much suffering.
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When he send out 70 helpers to announce the Kingdom of
God had arrived, only 12 came back to stick around. Wherever
he went, he was closely watched to be trapped by the fanatic
religious establishment who were jealous, fearing loss of
prestige and revenue. They accused him openly, everywhere
as being demon possessed to heal the sick and feed the poor.
God's son Yeshua came to redeem mankind, offer forgiveness
of all sins and to remove Satan's chain by making available the
free choice to live forever in God’s house in a newly prepared
heaven-earth. There will be no longer pain, sickness or death
if you pass the test accepting His Mercy unto Life. But do not
think that corrupted evil people will share those blessing being
warned and deliberate rebelled against God's Grace and
provision even denying his existence became evil and teach
their children evolution religion lies.
It was a high price to pay for Yeshua-Jesus to show that the
ELOHIM is absolute LOVE to become subjected to a low life
creature trained by Satan's permitted to torture the author of
LIFE. It demonstrated that God has absolute Love for his
creatures when he allowed himself to be horribly abused,
flogged and crucified. At the end of the Time dimension,
everyone who died will see a video of Jesus life and witness
the shocking evidence still seen on his back, the nails and side
wounds forever visible against the background being a
blessing to thousands of families. Worse, he was rejected and
betrayed by his friends even being forsaken by his heavenly
Father, bearing all the evil and sin for the whole creation. The
movie will cover the full Gospel account of his life on earth
and the purpose why God created mankind for everyone to
understand what was suppressed.
If you were unjustly murdered and persecuted even as a child
could compare that the creator stepped so low on the same base
of our level too suffering under evil to experience the same and
showed the way out to God’s Mercy. If you died young and
exposed with much suffering perhaps your life-movie is played
back maybe projected further to show a worse possibilities to
discover that God’s mercy prevailed and cut it short. It reveals
truly being loved only found out on the end? Yes, death is the
enemy of life, as God did not spare his son to save me and pay
the price for my sins. Jesus explained that the consequence of
death will be abolished as stated in Rev. 20:1.

Once Mortals pass the White Throne balance test with the
Book of Life opened and qualified for a future Jod existence
will live forever privileged in God’s house. The ELOHIM
wanted intimate fellowship and share all he can create with
those who trusted him during evil rebellious time. Check out
the events collected in the last Babushka Pearls, forbidden in
church and suppressed in universities to widen knowledge
horizons on how to be better educated.
One thing is sure that even Satan stripped naked and bare will
finally asked ELOHIM take my life away too to experience
Mercy as only the creator can give or take life. God will ask Satan
the final question, “Where are your friends, why are you alone,
why has everyone abandoned you on their own choice and took
my option offered to anyone being created in my image?”
“You, who were created as the mighty highest Cherub-angel
surrounded with power and prestige, why have you rebelled
and caused evil? Why? The Creator fixed a KOSMOS
problem in a temporary Time-dimension but cost the most he
had. He sold all and bought a field with a hidden treasure
buried, forsaken, unknown and found me?”
“See, I am coming soon; my reward is with
me, to repay according to everyone’s work.
I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and
the last, the beginning and the end.” Blessed
are those who wash their robes, so that they
will have the right to the tree of life and may
enter the city by the gates.
Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and
fornicators and murderers and idolaters, and
everyone who loves and practices falsehood.
“It is I, Jesus, who sent my angel to you with
this testimony for the churches. I am the root
and the descendant of David, the bright
morning star.”
The Spirit and the bride say, “Come.” And
let everyone who hears say, “Come.” And let
everyone who is thirsty come. Let anyone who
wishes take the water of life as a gift. The
grace of the Lord Jesus be with all the Saints.
17

(Revelation 22:12 NRSV) Are you a Saint?

1. Apocalypse Table combined with the WEB Front Page
2. Pearl #248 - Epitaph of the Big Jonah Fish - Free Energy!
3. Pearl #249 - Combination Jonahs Last Warnings - Misled Global Government
4. Pearl #666 - Farwell of the last Apocalypse Projection
5. Pearl #251 - Take a Vacation 5 February 2015, if you live in NYC
6. Pearl #252 - Why a New Earth - New Heaven?
7. Pearl #253 - Determining Holy Time
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